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Antimicrobial peptides occupy a prominent place in the 
production of pharmaceuticals, because of their effec-
tive contribution to the protection of the immune sys-
tem against almost all types of pathogens. These pep-
tides are thoroughly studied by computational methods 
designed to shed light on their main functions. In this 
paper, we propose a computational approach, named 
the Polarity Profile method that represents an improve-
ment to the former Polarity Index method. The Polar-
ity Profile method is very effective in detecting the sub-
group of antibacterial peptides called selective cationic 
amphipathic antibacterial peptides (SCAAP) that show 
high toxicity towards bacterial membranes and exhibit 
almost zero toxicity towards mammalian cells. Our study 
was restricted to the peptides listed in the antimicrobial 
peptides database (APD2) of December 19, 2012. Perfor-
mance of the Polarity Profile method is demonstrated 
through a comparison to the former Polarity Index meth-
od by using the same sets of peptides. The efficiency of 
the Polarity Profile method exceeds 85% taking into ac-
count the false positive and/or false negative peptides.
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InTRODuCTIOn

The re-emergence of multi-drug-resistant organisms 
(Barie PS, 2012) has focused part of the research in bio-
informatics on the search for fast and reliable computa-
tional procedures (Blueggel et al., 2004) that allow for the 
detection or prediction of the primary pathogenic action 
of a peptide (most of the peptides found experimentally 
show non-specific pathogenic action). These procedures 
allow for checking peptides of short or medium lengths 
in fractions of a second, thus avoiding the high cost of 
an experimental analysis. However, the mathematical ab-
straction of physicochemical properties is not an easy 
task, especially when it comes to the discrimination be-
tween primary properties of the peptides and those de-
rived from them.

The bioinformatics mathematical algorithms related 
to the analysis of biological structures are classified as 
“supervised learning” and “non-supervised learning” 
(Zhao et al., 2011). The supervised algorithms require 
“training data” that are characteristic of the popula-
tion that was intended to identify. The representatives 
of these algorithms are Quantitative Structure Activ-
ity Relationships (QSAR) (Gonzalez-Diaz H, 2012), 

Hidden Markov models (Polanco & Samaniego, 2009), 
Monte Carlo methods (Perez-Riverol et al., 2012), Sup-
port Vector Machines (Han et al., 2012), and Fourier 
Transforms (Silverman BD, 2005). On the other hand, 
non-supervised algorithms do not use “training data”. 
One of these algorithms is called clustering (Li et al., 
2008). Both groups offer varying degrees of difficulty 
in their computational implementation, however, the 
supervised algorithms are less difficult in their imple-
mentation.

In this manuscript we present a QSAR algorithm 
called the Polarity Profile method, which represents an 
improvement or modification to another approach that 
was formerly introduced by us (Polanco et al. 2012). 
Three relevant aspects have been improved.

(1) The Polarity Profile method is highly efficient in 
identifying the subgroup of antibacterial peptides named 
Selective Cationic Amphipathic Antibacterial Peptides 
(SCAAP) that are characterized by highly selective tox-
icity towards bacteria, not adopting the alpha-helicoidal 
structure in neutral aqueous solution, and showing the 
therapeutic index higher than 75 (del Rio et al., 2001). 
The therapeutic index of a peptide is determined by the 
ratio between the minimum inhibitory concentration 
observed against mammalian and bacterial cells, i.e. the 
higher the value, the more specific the peptide for bacte-
rial-like membranes. Hence, SCAAP display strong lytic 
activity against bacteria but no toxicity against normal 
eukaryotic cells such as erythrocytes.

(2) The algebraic structure of the Polarity Profile 
method (matrix with 4x4 interactions formed by the po-
lar groups P, P-, N and NP) offers extensive polarity in-
formation about the peptide characteristics. Most of the 
supervised algorithms measure the polarity property as 
one number while the Polarity Profile method considers 
16 numbers that correspond to the 16 possible polar in-
teractions. Hence, major information about the dynamics 
of the phenomenon is obtained.

(3) The similarity found when comparing the polarity 
matrices of the bacteria group and a subset of this so-
called SCAAP shows that the physicochemical property 
called polarity constitutes an important measurement.

The Polarity Profile method uses the classification of 
20 proteic amino acids, differentiated by their side chain 
R and by dividing them into four different categories 
according to their polar profile (Australian, 2012) (Ta-
ble 1).
*e-mail: polanco@unam.mx
Abbreviations: QSAR, Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships. 
SCAAP, Selective Cationic Amphipatic Antibacterial Peptides; APD2, 
Antimicrobial peptide database (http://aps.unmc.edu/AP/) (Wang 
et al., 2009) accessed December 19, 2012
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The method was verified with all peptides listed in the 
antimicrobial peptide database (APD2) from December 
19, 2012 (Wang et al., 2009) and showed a high discrimi-
nating capacity.

MATeRIAl AnD MeThODS

The Polarity Profile method requires building differ-
ent matrices in which the rows and columns represent 
four polarity groups in the order [P+] polar, [P-] acidic, 
[N] neutral, and [NP] non-polar residues (Table 1). The 
elements (i,j) represent 16 possible polar interactions. 
For example, the definition of the A[i,j] polarity matrix 
is represented as shown in Table 2 where the value 5 is 
located in row 2 and column 3, so that the element (2,3) 
of the A matrix is 5, i.e. A[2,3] = 5.

We built the polarity matrix by adding up the num-
ber of incidences moving the peptide sequence in amino 
acid pairs from left to right, one at the time to the end. 
Each amino acid pair was related to its polarity group, 
associating the i-th row with j-th colum, and adding 1 to 
the matrix element, i.e. A[i,j] = A[i,j] + 1, thus obtaining 
the incidence matrix A[i,j]. This means that the amino 
acids of the studied peptides, are converted to numbers 
{P, P-, N, NP} = {1,2,3,4} (Table 1, columns #1 and 
#2), then the sequence is read from left to right, where 
each pair of numbers indicate the coordinates (i,j) in the 
matrix.

To illustrate the use of this rule by considering the 
protein sequence QIINNPITCMTNGAIC WGP-
CPTAFRQIGNCGHFKVRCCKIR (Table 9, entry 
#35), where the amino acid Q is assigned to the polar-
ity equivalence 3, the amino acid I to the equivalence 
4, etc., until the complete sequence is translated to 
34433443343334434 343434413433331414133141. Once 
the protein sequence has been converted into its equiva-
lent series, the polarity matrix O[i,j] is built. Each ele-
ment (i,j) accumulates the occurrence that is obtained 
by reading the series 3443344334333443434343441 
3433331414133141 from left to right and taking as el-
ement (i,j) the pair of numbers found by moving one 
digit at the time through the series. As an example, the 
polarity matrix O[i,j] corresponding to the series 344334
433433344343434344134333314 14133141 is expressed in 
Table 3.

Polarity Profile Method Description

The method considers comparing two matrices 
and determines a specific profile.

The steps are:

1. Building the P[i,j] matrix with the entire peptide set 
of SCAAP sequences with a unique pathogenic action. 
When the polarity matrix P[i,j] is concluded, it will be 
normalized to one. Under this rule, we consider 51 pep-
tides of SCAAP extracted from the APD2. Under the 
rule described in Section 2.1 the P[i,j] matrix is obtained 
as shown in Table 4.

2. Building the O[i,j] matrix with the sequence-objec-
tive of the study. The O[i,j] matrix is not to be normal-
ized. For instance, we took the sequence QIINNPITC 
MTNGAICWGPCPTAFRQIGNCGHFKVRCCKIR 
and calculated its O[i,j] matrix (Table 3).

3. Each element of the matrix P[i,j] is multiplied by 
the corresponding element in the matrix O[i,j]. The re-
sult of this operation is multiplied by the factor 0.30. 
The resulting matrix of this operation will be defined 
with the operator (⊗) as P[i,j] ⊗ O[i,j].

4. Now, the matrices P[i,j] and P[i,j] ⊗ O[i,j] should 
restate, as matrices that identify, line by line, ordered 
frequency positions. This means that these matrices 
now contain what will be the positions, and not the 
frequency. The new matrix P[i,j] ⊗ O[i,j], for the se-
quence QIINNPITCMTNGAICWGPCPTAFRQI-

Table 1. Classification of amino acids.

Symbol Index Category 1-letter code amino acid

P+ 1 Basic. Polar amino acids with positive charges have more amino groups as compared 
to carboxyl groups making them basic. The amino acids, which have positive charges 
on the R group are placed in this category.

H, K, R

P- 2
Acidic. Polar amino acids with negative charges have more carboxyl groups than ami-
no groups making them acidic. The amino acids, which have negative charges on their 
R group are placed in this category. They are called dicarboxylic mono-amino acids.

D, E

N 3 Neutral. These amino acids do not have any charges on their R group. These amino 
acids participate in hydrogen bonding of protein structure. C, G, N, Q, S, T, Y

NP 4 Non-Polar. These amino acids have equal numbers of amino and carboxyl groups and 
are neutral. These amino acids are hydrophobic and have no charges on the R group.

A, F, I, L, M, P, V, W

Proteinogenic amino acids classification differentiated by their side-chain according to their polarity into four categories (Australian, 2012). In-
dex: Numeric identity assigned to polarity group.

Table 2. Polarity matrix A[i,j].

P+ P- N NP

P+ 0 0 0 0

P- 0 0 5 0

N 0 0 0 0

NP 0 0 0 0

The Polarity matrix A[i,j] uses 20 amino acid classifications differentiated by 
their side chains that fall into four polarity groups: [P+] polar, [N] neutral, 
[P+] basic hydrophilic, and [NP] nonpolar residues (Table 1), where each 
row and column represents (i,j) 16 possible interactions between the groups.

Table 3. Polarity matrix O[i,j].

P+ P- N NP

P+ 0 0 2 3

P- 0 0 0 0

N 2 0 8 9

NP 4 0 8 4

Polarity O[i,j] matrix interaction in the polarity groups differentiated 
by their lateral chain to the sequence e.g. QIINNPITCMTNGAICWGP-
CPTAFRQIGNCGHFKVRCCKIR (Section 2.1).
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GNCGHFKVRCCKIR, is indicated in Table 5, and 
the matrix P[i,j] for 51 SCAAP (Table 4) is expressed 
in Table 6.

5. The Polarity Profile method qualifies as SCAAP 
candidates those peptides whose number of matches 
when comparing both matrices P[i,j] and P[i,j] ⊗ O[i,j] 
is greater than 60% (60% of 16 is 10 elements). For 
example, the peptide with the sequence QIINNPITC-
MTNGAICWGPCPTAFRQIGNCGHFKVRCCKIR 
is accepted (Table 7).

APD2 Database Trial Data Preparation

We have studied and classified all 2169 peptides in 
the APD2 database by their unique and multiple action 
against: bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites, insects, carcino-
genic cells, mammalian cells, sperms, and SCAAP.

The set of 51 SCAAP was taken directly from pre-
vious records that have already been reported (Polanco 
et al. , 2012). The majority of these peptides fall in the 
bacteria group of the APD2. The bacteria group that is 

compared to the SCAAP group (Section 2.4) was also 
extracted from the APD2.

All groups extracted from the APD2 were analyzed 
(Table 9) and classified into two single sets: action vs. 
multiple action. The peptide sets with a unique patho-
genic action are those peptides with confirmed experi-
mental action against a single pathogen agent, whereas 
multiple action peptides show pathogenic action against 
two or more pathogens.

As an example of this classification, let us consider 
the set of anti-fungi peptides with unique action. This 
set is composed of peptide sequences that do not appear 
in other peptide subgroups, while the anti-fungi multiple 
action peptides contain peptides with an action against 
fungi and additionally with a possible action against oth-
er pathogenic groups.

We have validated the unique action peptide sets by 
matching peptides from the APD2 database with those 
identified by the Polarity Profile method. All obtained in-
formation was verified comparing the identified SCAAP 
with all peptides from the APD2 database.

Table 4. Polarity matrix P[i,j].

P+ P- N NP

P+  0.0415200554 0.0112596760 0.0267417319 0.1069669276

P- 0.0168895144 0.0007037297 0.0084447572 0.0098522166

N 0.0443349741 0.0000000000 0.0682617873 0.1182266027

NP 0.1069669276 0.0246305410 0.1238564402 0.2660098374

Polarity P[i,j] matrix presenting 51 SCAAP peptides with unique pathogenic action extracted from the APD2 (Wang et al., 2009).

Table 5. Positions-matrix P[i,j] ⊗ O[i,j]

P+ P- N NP

P+ 4 3 1 2

P- 8 7 6 5

N 12 11 9 10

NP 16 15 13 14

Array of positions in matrix P[i,j] ⊗ O[i,j] corresponding to the se-
quence QIINNPITCMTNGAICWGPCPTAFR QIGNCGHFKVRCCKIR.

Table 6. Positions-matrix P[i,j]

P+ P- N NP

P+ 4 1 3 2

P- 5 8 7 6

N 12 11 9 10

NP 16 15 13 14

Array of positions in matrix P[i,j] corresponding to 51 identified 
SCAAP.

Table 7. Test of Polarity Profile Method.

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

O[i,j] vector of study. 4 1 3 2 5 8 7 6 12 11 9 10 16 15 13 14

P[i,j] + O[i,j] vector of study. 4 3 1 2 8 7 6 5 12 11 9 10 16 15 13 14

Results  x x  x x x x        

Test of peptide QIINNPITCMTNGAICWGPCPTAFRQIGNCGHFKVRCCKIR by the polarity profile method (Table 9, entry #35). (): The polar inter-
action is present in the position. (x): The polar interaction is not present in the position.

Table 8. number of matches by pathogenic action.

Number of hits Fungi Viruses Mammalian 
cells Bacteria Cancer 

cells Insects Parasites Sperms SCAAP %

Unique action 18
77

0
22

1
10

237
743

2
16

0
2

1
9

0
0

44
51 85

Multiple action 218
638

19
122

71
205

491
1489

41
121

7
20

16
40

3
9

0
0

Number of hits: Number of matches of the polarity profile method within two groups of peptides from the APD2 (Wang et al., 2009), with 
unique and multiple pathogenic action against: bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites, insects, carcinogenic cells, mammalian cells, sperms, and SCAAP 
(Polanco & Samaniego, 2009, Polanco et al., 2012). Unique action: Peptides exerting pathogenic action against only one group (Section 2.3). 
Multiple action: Peptides exerting pathogenic action against two or more groups (Section 2.3). (%): Percentage of number of hits/total of pep-
tides.
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Table 9. Polarity profile matches by linear sequence.

No Peptide Sequence #1 #2 Reference

1 Clavanin D (Sea squirt, tunicate, invertebrates, 
animals)

AFKLLGRIIHHVGNFVYGFSHVF Lee et al., 1997

2 Palustrin-1b (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) ALFSILRGLKKLGNMGQAFVNCKIYKKC Basir et al., 2000

3 Palustrin-1d ( frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) ALSILKGLEKLAKMGIALTNCKATKKC Basir et al., 2000

4 Palustrin-1c (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) ALSILRGLEKLAKMGIALTNCKATKKC Basir et al., 2000

5 Brevinin-1PRc (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) FFPMLAGVAARVVPKVICLITKKC Conlon et al., 2011

6 Brevinin-1Be (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) FLPAIVGAAAKFLPKIFCVISKKC Goraya et al., 2000

7 Brevinin-1HSa (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) FLPAVLRVAAKIVPTVFCAISKKC Conlon et al., 2008

8 Brevinin-1Ba (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) FLPFIAGMAAKFLPKIFCAISKKC Goraya et al., 2000

9 Brevinin-1Bc (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) FLPFIAGVAAKFLPKIFCAISKKC Goraya et al., 2000

10 RANATUERIN 4 (Ranatuerin-4, frog, amphibians, 
animals; XXU) FLPFIARLAAKVFPSIICSVTKKC Goraya et al., 1998

11 Phylloseptin-H11 (PLS-H11, Phylloseptin-13, PS-
13; frog, amphibians, animals; XXA) FLSLIPHAINAVGVHAKHF Thompson et al., 

2007

12 Phylloseptin-H5 (Phylloseptin-7, PLS-H5, PS-7, 
XXA, frog, amphibians, animals) FLSLIPHAINAVSAIAKHF Conceicao et al., 

2006

13 Phylloseptin-H2 (PLS-H2, Phylloseptin-2, PS-2) 
(XXA, frog, amphibians, animals) FLSLIPHAINAVSTLVHHF N Leite et al., 2005

14 Phylloseptin-B1 (PLS-B1, PBN1; frog, amphi-
bians, animals; XXA) FLSLIPHIVSGVAALAKHL Vanhoye et al., 

2004

15 Papilosin (tunicate, ascidian, invertebrates, sea 
animals)

GFWKKVGSAAWGGVKAAAKGAAVGGLNAL-
AKHIQ Galinier et al., 2009

16
SMAP-34 (sheep myeloid antmicrobial pep-
tide-34; OaMAP34, ovine cathelicidin, sheep, 
ruminant, animals)

GLFGRLRDSLQRGGQKILEKAERIWCKIKDIFR Anderson RC, 2005

17 Caerin 1.17 (frog, amphibians, animals; XXA) GLFSVLGSVAKHLLPHVAPIIAEKL Maclean et al., 2006

18 Caerin 1.18 (frog, amphibians, animals; XXA) GLFSVLGSVAKHLLPHVVPVIAEKL Maclean et al., 2006

19 Fallaxidin 3.2 (XXA, frog, amphibians, animals) GLLDFAKHVIGIASKL Jackway et al., 2008

20 Fallaxidin 3.1 (XXA, frog, amphibians, animals) GLLDLAKHVIGIASKL Jackway et al., 2008

21 Dahlein 5.2 (frog, amphibians, animals) GLLGSIGNAIGAFIANKLKPK Wegener et al., 
2001

22 Caerin 1.2 (XXA, frog, amphibians, animals) GLLGVLGSVAKHVLPHVVPVIAEHL N Stone et al., 1993

23 Caerin 1.4 (XXA, frog, amphibians, animals) GLLSSLSSVAKHVLPHVVPVIAEHL N Stone et al., 1993

24 Palustrin-2SIb (frog, amphibians, animals; XXU) GLWNSIKIAGKKLFVNVLDKIRCKVAGGCKTSP-
DVE

Iwakoshi-Ukena et 
al., 2011

25 XPF (the xenopsin precursor fragment, African 
clawed frog, amphibians, animals) GWASKIGQTLGKIAKVGLKELIQPK Moore et al., 1995

26 Pleurocidin (fish, animals) GWGSFFKKAAHVGKHVGKAALTHYL Cole et al., 1997

27 Cecropin (insects, invertebrates, animals) GWLKKIGKKIERVGQNTRDATVKGLEVAQQAAN-
VAATVR

Boulanger et al., 
2002

28 Pm_mastoparan PMM (insects, invertebrates, 
animals; XXA; Derivatives) INWKKIASIGKEVLKAL Cerovský et al., 

2008

29 Hinnavin II (Hin II, insects, invertebrates, ani-
mals; JJsn)

KWKIFKKIEHMGQNIRDGLIKAGPAVQVVGQA-
ATIYKG Yoe et al., 2006

30 Ostrich AvBD2 (Ostrich avian beta defensin 2, 
Ostricacin-1, OSP-1, birds, animals; BBL)

LFCRKGTCHFGGCPAHLVKVGSCFGFRACCKW-
PWDV N Yu et al., 2001

31 Clavanin D (Sea squirt, tunicate, invertebrates, 
animals) LFKLLGKIIHHVGNFVHGFSHVF Zhao et al., 1997

32 Enterocin Q (EntQ, class 2d bacteriocins; leader-
less, i.e. no signal peptide, bacteria)

MNFLKNGIAKWMTGAELQAYKKKYGCLP-
WEKISC Cintas et al., 2000

33 Temporin-1Lb (Temporin 1Lb, frog, amphibians, 
animals) NFLGTLINLAKKIM Goraya et al., 2000

34 Bovine Beta-defensin 6 (bBD-6,cow, ruminant, 
animals)

QGVRNHVTCRIYGGFCVPIRCPGRTRQIGTCF-
GRPVKCCRRW Selsted et al., 1993
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Catastrophic bifurcations points

Catastrophic bifurcation points are points where 
abrupt changes in the behavior of a function occur. 
These points are associated with the positions in the ma-
trix where the maximum/minimum frequencies observed 
are identified; for the sake of convenience and clarity 
they are marked in red/blue, respectively.

ReSulTS

The Polarity profile method showed an efficiency of 
more than 85% to detect SCAAP (44/85) in the entire 
APD2 database sub-classifications (Table 8). It is equally 
efficient in not identifying other groups such as fungi 
18/77 = 23%, or bacteria 237/743 = 31%.

The method excluded 7 out of 51 peptides from 
SCAAP (Table 9, column #1 with N-letter) while the 
formerly reported algorithm (Polanco et al., 2012) ex-
cluded 6 out of 51 peptides from SCAAP (Table 9, col-
umn #2 with N-letter). There are no coincidences be-
tween both excluded sets.

The maximum value points (catastrophic bifurcations 
points) of the SCAAP group are located in the posi-
tions 4, 5, 12, and 16 from the polarity matrix (Table 10, 
first column in red color), its corresponding points for 
the bacteria group in the positions 4, 8, 12, and 16 (Ta-

ble 11, first column in red color). The match is almost 
3 out of 4 total.

The minimum value points (catastrophic bifurcations 
points) of the SCAAP group are located in the posi-
tions 2, 6, 10, and 14 from the polarity matrix (Table 
10, first column in blue color), its corresponding points 
for the bacteria group in the positions 2, 6, 10, and 14 
(Table 11, first column in blue color). The coincidence 
is total between the two groups.

DISCuSSIOn

For decades peptides were classified according to 
their toxic action. However, these features were related 
to the space where the peptides interact with the struc-
tural membrane of the object. As discovered by the ex-
periment, most peptides exert, in some degree, action 
against multiple pathogens. One could speculate that the 
nature attempts to avoid a large differentiation in the lin-
ear sequence of the peptide, with regard to the toxicity 
against a particular group of pathogen. In other words, 
if a peptide requires only small changes in the sequence 
to face another pathogen group, the amount of energy 
required to do so will be much smaller than in case of 
large changes. The above mentioned considerations led 
us to believe that the detection of selective antibacterial 

35 mBD-4 (mBD4, mouse beta defensin 4, or 
Defb4, animals; 3S=S)

QIINNPITCMTNGAICWGPCPTAFRQIGNCGH-
FKVRCCKIR N Jia et al., 2000

36 ChBac5 (Pro-rich; Arg-rich, Goat cathelicidin, 
ruminant, animals)

RFRPPIRRPPIRPPFNPPFRPPVRPPFRPPFRP-
PFRPPIGPFP N Shamova et al., 

1999

37 Cyclic dodecapeptide (OaDode, ovine cathelici-
din, sheep, ruminant, animals) RICRIIFLRVCR Bagella et al., 1995

38
Bactenecin (Cyclic dodecapeptide, bovine 
cathelicidin, cow, cattle, ruminant, animals; 
BBMm; JJsn; Derivatives: Bac2A)

RLCRIVVIRVCR Romeo et al., 1998

39 RL-37 (RL37, cathelicidin, Old World monkey, 
primates, animals)

RLGNFFRKVKEKIGGGLKKVGQKIKDFLGNLVPR-
TAS

Zelezetsky et al., 
2006

40
BACTENECIN 7 (bac-7, bac 7; bac7; Pro-rich; 
cow cathelicidin, ruminant, animals; BBL, Se-
qAR, BBPP)

RRIRPRPPRLPRPRPRPLPFPRPGPRPIPRPLPFPRP-
GPRPIPRPLPFPRPGPRPIPRPL N Storici et al., 1996

41 Bac4 (Pro-rich, Arg-rich; cow cathelicidin, rumi-
nant, animals)

RRLHPQHQRFPRERPWPKPLSLPLPRPGPRPW-
PKPL N Anderson RC & Yu 

PL, 2003

42 Hyphancin IIIE (insects, invertebrates, animals) RWKFFKKIERVGQNVRDGLIKAGPAIQVLGAAKAL N Park et al., 1995

43 Cecropin B (insects, invertebrates, animals) RWKIFKKIEKMGRNIRDGIVKAGPAIEVLGSAKAI N Morishima et al., 
1990

44 Hyphancin IIID (insects, invertebrates, animals) RWKIFKKIERVGQNVRDGIIKAGPAIQVLGTAKAL N Park et al., 1995

45 Hyphancin IIIG (insects, invertebrates, animals) RWKVFKKIEKVGRHIRDGVIKAGPAITVVGQATAL Park et al., 1995

46 Hyphancin IIIF (insects, invertebrates, animals) RWKVFKKIEKVGRNIRDGVIKAGPAIAVVGQAKAL N Park et al., 1995

47 Phylloseptin-H4 (Phylloseptin-6, PLS-H4, PS-6, 
XXA, frog, amphibians, animals) SLIPHAINAVSAIAKHF Leite et al., 2005

48 Pep5 (Lantibiotic, type 1, class 1 bacteriocin, 
Gram-positive bacteria; XXT3; XXW3) TAGPAIRASVKQCQKTLKATRLFTVSCKGKNGCK Kaletta et al., 1989

49 Clavanin C (Sea squirt, tunicate, invertebrates, 
animals) VFHLLGKIIHHVGNFVYGFSHVF Lee et al., 1997

50 Andropin (insects, invertebrates, animals) VFIDILDKVENAIHNAAQVGIGFAKPFEKLINPK N Samakovlis et al., 
1991

51 Clavanin A (urochordates, sea squirts, and sea 
pork, tunicate, invertebrates, animals)

VFQFLGKIIHHVGNFVHGFSHVF Lee et al., 1997

SCAAP subjects identified by polarity index method in APD2 database (Wang et al., 2009) where peptides exert action only against 
SCAAP. #1: (N) peptides not accepted by polarity profile method (algorithm suggested here). #2: (N) peptides not accepted by polarity 
index method (algorithm published to detect only SCAAP Polanco et al., 2012).Pro
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peptides and their prediction is rather related to the gen-
eral features of the peptides. Hence, the most effective 
algorithms are those evaluating fundamental characteris-
tics of all peptides that search only for small differences.

The design of bioinformatic algorithms related to pep-
tide detection is basically of two types. The first depends 
on a system of nonlinear differential equations (Janes & 
Lauffenburger, 2006) that characterizes the peptide prop-
erties with exponentially growing complexity. The other 
type allows for the inclusion of multiple peptide char-
acteristics without affecting its complexity. Here, the ef-
ficiency depends greatly on a good peptide training set 
selection. The Polarity Profile method falls into the latter 
type that is characterized by effectively excluding mul-
tiple action peptides with a margin of error lower than 
30%. Its efficiency to identify SCAAP subjects is higher 
than 85%. It only measures the polarity of the peptides 
and this information allows for efficient classification of 
the pathogenic action.

The catastrophic bifurcation points in the SCAAP 
and bacteria groups show almost total coincidence in 
the points 7 of 8 (Tables 10 and 11). In the two sets 
these points are clearly associated to the last elements of 
the rows of the polarity matrix. The almost total coinci-
dence of the catastrophic bifurcation point locations be-
tween the SCAAP and the bacterial group may indicate 
that there is an algebraic structure associated to the po-
larity matrix. This would reinforce our assumption that 
the catastrophic bifurcation points stand for regions, in 
which the protein functionality definition takes place. 
Depending on its validation for other peptide sets exert-
ing different pathogenic actions, the dynamic bifurcation 
analysis could become an important mathematical contri-
bution to the field of proteomics.

Both the Polarity Index and the Polarity Profile meth-
ods are almost equally efficient. However, the robust-
ness of the polarity profile method is higher due to the 
presentation of a more complete polarity profile repre-
sented by 16 elements. In order to improve this method, 
we are working on the subclassification of Gram+/- 
ONLY, Gram+ ONLY, and Gram- ONLY bacteria in 
the APD2 database, as well as in the virus group exert-
ing action against HIV, fungi with action against protists 
and mammalian cells (e.g. hemolytic or cytotoxic effects 

on those with chemotaxis property). In addition to this, 
we are also determining the toxicity of all antimicrobial 
peptides of this database to obtain a new classification 
by toxicity. This work of subclassification by toxicity ap-
pears to us useful as a contribution to other researchers 
designing prediction algorithms.

Finally, we consider the Polarity Profile method as a 
simple mathematical and computational algorithm that 
does not demand heavy computational resources such as 
processing memory or speed. Therefore, it can be used 
to explore peptide regions. These peptide regions can be 
worked out by evaluating massively all possible peptide 
combinations with the same length (Polanco & Samanie-
go, 2009; Polanco et al., 2012).

COnCluSIOnS

The computational mathematical method called the 
Polarity Profile method is a robust and fast method that 
can be used as a first filter tool in the detection of selec-
tive antibacterial peptides (SCAAP). It can be also used 
in high-performance computing platforms for search 
patterns in peptide regions.
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